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at 2.02, there were several improvements to the command list for conversion. the change below
replaces the old procedure for this new one. this means that a world that you have converted has a
new serial number. the serial number will be the same as your converted world’s serial number, and
the game will be able to recognize your converted world with that serial number as a good converted

world (that is, the game won’t complain of poor conversion). a lot of work went into making the
command list more robust. during the process, several improvements were made, to make

conversion more efficient, including the creation of a new method for retaining the data that
minecraft is unable to replace. a repository for unofficial client mods, defined as being more than two
minor releases behind the current release. anything that has not been updated for the full release of

minecraft is moved here. note that some of these programs may still work with newer versions of
minecraft, but have not been clearly marked as such by their authors. a repository for minecraft

forge projects, defined as being more than two minor releases behind the current release. anything
that has not been updated for the full release of minecraft is moved here. note that some of these
projects may still work with newer versions of minecraft, but have not been clearly marked as such
by their authors. a repository for minecraft forge projects, defined as being more than one major

release behind the current release. anything that has not been updated for the full release of
minecraft is moved here. note that some of these projects may still work with newer versions of

minecraft, but have not been clearly marked as such by their authors.
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the first method is to use
a file named

"converter.py" located in
the "bin" directory. this
can be found in the zip

archive. this method will
convert indev level format

worlds to alpha level
format worlds. you can

use this method to
upgrade your indev
worlds to alpha level
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format. the third method
is to use a 3rd party tool

called "wolconverter." this
can be downloaded from
the link provided below.
this method can be used

to convert indev level
format worlds to alpha
level format worlds. the

invedit mod is an indev to
alpha converter that

should be able to convert
any indev world to the

most recent vanilla
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version. it doesn't work
perfectly, but can be a

great place to start if you
have an indev world you'd

like to convert to the
most recent vanilla

version. it will also work
for older versions of

indev, but may run slowly.
minecraft invedit mod is a
small windows (xp, vista,
7, 8, 8.1) program that

converts indev worlds to
vanilla worlds. it works
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best on high-quality,
smooth worlds, with no

large chunks or
overlapping chunks. if

you're not sure if this is
your problem, open the
world in mcedit and try
converting it using the

invedit mod. indev level
converter (ilvl) is a small
python script that allows

you to convert indev
worlds to vanilla worlds.

conversion using this tool
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is generally better than
mcedit, as all block id and

dv data is preserved
(such as colored cloth), as

well as inventory,
container and mob data.
more information can be
found in the readme on

the iglvl converter's page.
indev level converter (ilvl)

is a small python script
that allows you to convert

indev worlds to vanilla
worlds. it works best on
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high-quality, smooth
worlds, with no large

chunks or overlapping
chunks. if you're not sure

if this is your problem,
open the world in mcedit

and try converting it using
the invedit mod.
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